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Enjoy 50 fully-reproducible kids' Bible lessons for elementary-aged children (ages: 5-10) packed

with crafts, Bible stories, hands-on activities, and more! This brand new resource includes two

bonus lessons for Christmas and Easter, making it perfect to use as an easy full year curriculum.

Imagine having 50 of the best ready-to-go Bible lessons in kid's ministry at your fingertips! Each

lesson's story comes with an easy-to-follow object lesson and 2-3 exciting activities. Use this

reproducible book for Sunday school curriculum or mid-week teaching opportunities. Packed with

object lessons, puzzles, games and crafts, these kids' Top 50 Bible stories will keep your

elementary-aged children actively engaged and growing in God's Word. Paperback, 8.5 x 11", 256

pages. Features   Covers the top 50 all-in-one lessons from the Bible all kids should know an

ENTIRE year's worth of curriculum that can be used over and over!  Includes 2 bonus lessons on

Christmas and Easter Each lesson includes easy-to-follow object lessons that apply the message of

the story in a hands-on way Quick and easy-to-use resource for teachers. Includes a Bible story,

object lesson and 2-3 reproducible and volunteer-friendly activities per lesson  Age-appropriate and

easy-to-understand for grade-school kids  Everything You Need in a Sunday School Curriculum for

Elementary Whether you teach children's church, after-school sessions, mid-week services, Sunday

School, or home school, you will find everything you need to offer meaningful, fun lessons in Instant

Bible Lessons. Each book includes materials geared for inspired teaching sessions, plus extra ideas

and teacher resources. From puzzles to games to snacks, each lesson's content provides flexibility

as you shape the lesson's message for your class.  Each Kids Bible Lesson Includes:  Bible story

plus visual Discussion questions  Memory verse Opening Game (with teacher tips to facilitate

learning) Object Lesson with step-by-step instruction and tips for Kids Sunday School Teachers 2-3

related Bible activities, such as:  Bible Puzzles Bible Crafts Games  Snack Ideas (AND MORE!)  

How To Use Top 50 Bible Lessons for Elementary  Each chapter begins with the focus Scripture

and memory verse. The Big Idea helps you keep the children focused on the main truth being

taught from God's Word. You will find the Big Idea throughout the lesson in bold writing. Be sure to

draw attention to it and emphasize it all throughout the lesson. The Overview will give you some

history and prepare you for teaching the lesson. The Bible Story opens God's Word and begins the

learning. Children learn from doing so dive into the Opening Game and Object Lesson for large

group learning. Wrap up the lesson by choosing any or all of the Optional Additional Activities.

These activities allow children with different learning styles to get more time with the Bible truth.

Most lessons come with Reproducible activities in the back. Feel free to copy these and use them

as you need to complete the learning.
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I absolutely love this book! This book teaches about so many important Bible stories. Each of the 50

lessons includes interactive activities for children that help them to have a better understanding of

the lesson. Some of my favorite features of the book were the tips on learning, development,

behavior, and for volunteers. I also like that each lesson had a "Big Idea" which was the main focus

of the story. As a Sunday School teacher, this book would be very beneficial to me and I would

definitely recommend it to other teachers. I also love the reproducible pages that go along with each

story. They seem to be of very good quality. I did find a couple of typos in this book. The first one

was on page 33. At the bottom of the column, it says "on per child" when it should be "one per

child." Also, on page 138, in the materials list, cooking supplies and sticky note pads runs together

instead of being listed by separate bullets. There were also a couple of activities that I would

personally skip. I was not a fan of the egg activities, but that would still not keep me from buying or

recommending this book. I think this book is excellent for elementary students and the activities are



age appropriate. This book would benefit the student as well as the teacher, because it is full of

interesting topics and activities to help everyone grow in their spiritual journey. I received a digital

copy of this book from Rose Publishing in exchange for my honest review.

This book of instant Bible lessons is a great resource for any Bible teacher. With enough lessons for

an entire year, this book can be used as stand alone lessons or as supplemental activities to an

existing curriculum.I love that there is one main point to each lesson and a memory verse. Although

I do think the Bible lessons themselves are aimed toward younger children, there are activities that

can be added for older children. Crafts, object lessons, and games are included through out.This is

a great book to use as a basic teaching tool for children who have little Bible knowledge.*I was

given a copy of this book in return for my honest review.

What a great resource for Sunday school, children's church, or mid week programs. Bible truths

offered with so many object lessons and activities that I can customize each lesson to suite the

learning styles of the children that I am teaching. So many activities, means that the kids don't get

restless and "tune out".I have found the crafts and activities to be well explained and easy to

execute.This book is pretty much all inclusive. Even includes, developmental tidbits, behavior

management tidbits, and volunteer tidbits, to help me as a teacher.

This is a must-have resource for any parent or Sunday School teacher who is looking for a

comprehensive and well organized classroom aid. The lesson topics are well chosen, each "Big

Idea" (bullet point) is cleverly developed and repeated throughout each lesson. The games, crafts,

visual aids, etc. are well thought out and use common materials easily available. I have taught SS

for 30 years, and can honestly say this is the first lesson book I read cover to cover because I

couldn't put it down! Also, the lessons can be used for Vacation Bible School themes (Old

Testament characters as well as New Testament, and, of course, the Lord Jesus Christ.)

Ours just came in the mail today and I am excited as I look through it. I will be using it for

homeschool cirriculum this fall for a 5 and 10 year old. Kudos to the author for making it appropriate

for different age groups! It will be very easy to adjust to teaching just two instead of a group and a

The lessons have activities that can be spread out throughout the week. I am looking forward to

using this book!



This book is awesome! It is a great resource for any teacher, as most of the activities can be

adapted for use in any educational setting. The lessons are easy to follow and implement. The

activities are age appropriate and additional activities are given which is very helpful.
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